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What is an Entrepreneurial  

Spirit of Discovery? 
From the Undergraduate Course Catalog introduction: 

What makes the University of New Hampshire (UNH) an 
outstanding institution? Every day, brilliant, dedicated, inventive, 

hard-working people come together to teach, learn, and discover, 
always with an entrepreneurial spirit that has made many of our 
academic and research programs world-class. Faculty and students 

alike are motivated by passion, by a spirit of inquiry, and by a 
desire to make a difference in the world. 

 
entrepreneur- noun, a 
person who organizes and 
manages any enterprise, 

especially a business, 
usually with considerable 

initiative and risk  

spirit- noun, temper or 
disposition of mind or 

outlook especially when 
vigorous or animated 

discover- verb, to see, get 
knowledge of, learn of, find, 

or find out; gain sight or 
knowledge of (something 

previously unseen or 
unknown) 



Who does this study look at? 
 

Professor: Dr. Reginald A. Wilburn                          Teaching Assistant: Brittany Zorn  

• “Intro into African American 
Literature and Culture” 

• 500-level English class 

•Writing intensive  

•Charles Mills, Booker T. 
Washington, W.E.B DuBois, 

Harriet Jacobs, bell hooks, Toni 
Morrison, Mary McCleod 

Bethune, Lisa Delpit, Lorraine 
Monroe, Melba Pattillo Beals, and 

others 

 

 

 

• ≈30 junior and senior English 
majors (Teaching and 

Journalism) 
• Self-identified as never having 

taken a course in Race and 
Ethnic Studies prior to this one 
• Majority reported growing up 

in all-White or mostly White 
communities 

 
 

Summary of the Course 
 

Summary of the Students 
 



Evaluation of Students Critical 

Thinking, Reading and Writing Skills 

From the Beginning to the End of the Semester  

•Students require more prompting from Dr. Wilburn in class   
•Students dialogue with the text much less 
•Students rely on personal experiences and not the assigned reading to provide 
support for their class contributions 
•Students offer simple, superficial analysis of the text in writing and in discussion 
•Students’ writing is not well organized with many grammatical errors 

•Students can readily respond to Dr. Wilburn’s prompt for classroom discussions 
•Students dialogue with the text consistently and view it as helpful, if not essential 

•Students use less “I” statements and class contributions are more grounded in the text 
•Students’ responses are more perceptive and articulate 

•Students’ writing has much clearer logical flow and better use of grammar 

 



Class Notes From Sept 

•Student responses are 
short, no references to 
course material or other 
sources are used 
 
 

•Students require lots of 
facilitation by Dr. Wilburn 
to produce the proper 
level of analysis   

Dr. Wilburn is guiding 
them word by word 
through the sentence 
 



Class notes from Nov 

•Student responses are 
longer, more analytical 
and more articulate 

•Students do not 
require as much 
prompting and guided 
discussion questions 
from Dr. Wilburn 

•Students reference 
details from the text 
when making analytical 
statements 



What about this class helped students 

develop their critical thinking, reading and 

writing skills? 
Professor: Dr. Reginald A. Wilburn                          Teaching Assistant: Brittany Zorn  

Traditional understanding of the university 
classroom usually follows what is called a 

“banking system” of education. The banking 
system classroom looks like this:  

An “engaged pedagogy,” however, helps students to cultivate an entrepreneurial spirit of 
discovery in their academic pursuits. Author and educator bell books says an engaged 

pedagogy is effective because it necessitates and educational experience that “[strives] 
not just for knowledge in books, but knowledge about how to live in the world.”  



Why is this important?  

 

How can we all benefit from an 

entrepreneurial spirit of discovery in the 

classroom? 

Does UNH already foster such a spirit, as 

suggested by the excerpt from the 

Undergraduate course catalog?  

How could be use the model of an engaged 

pedagogy to improve upon our standards 

for both students and faculty at UNH? 

 

 

 


